
As regards the questions that the Assistant Sessions Judge stjbbiah

thought fit to put to the jary, I consider that section 303, T he van 

Criminal Procedure Code, does not authorize him to question the the

jury as to the grounds for their opinion, although it would be sessTons''̂ 
convenient and even desirable when such references are made ok

TlNNSVELtY.
that the Court that makes the reference as well as the Court —

that disposes oi it should know what is in the mind of the 

jury. Emperor v. Siranadti[l) and Public Prosecutor v. Abdul 
Eameed{2) have laid down that such questions should not be 
asked. I think that all Courts should follow those decisions, 

and I am of opinion that so long as the present wording of the 
Criminal Procedure Code is retained, a Sessions Judge is neither 

authorized to ask questions nor is the jury bound to answer 

questionŝ  as to the reasons for their verdict, and that they can 

only be asked questions to make it clear what their verdict is 

when it is ambiguous.
K,E.
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APPELLA.TE CIVIL.
Before Sir John Wallis, Ki., Chief Justice, and Mr, Justice

Moore,

THE OEFICIAL ASSIGNEE OF MA D R A S  ( A p p l io a n t ) ,

A ppellant , April,13
and 14.

S. R. M. M. R. M. R A M A S W A M Y  OHETlx' (aARNiSHKs), 
Respokdent.*

Presidency Totons Insolvency Act (H I of 1909), sec. 115— Immunity of Official 
Assignee from stamp dv,ty, whether a'pplicahle to h%3 attorney— NattuTcottai 
Oheitis, whether hankers— Loans aiva/tced on or loithout deposit of goods—  
Entry in same account— Banleer’a lien on goods for general lalance of accov/nts 
— Indian Ooniract Act (IX  0/1872), sea, 171.
An attorney representing the Official Assigaee, is entitled to the same 

privileges as to stamp duty as the latter Has under section 115 of the Presidency 
Towns Insolyency Act. Consequently, the attorney need not pay stamp duty for 
a copy of the order passed by a Judge of the High Gonrt in the exercise of , its 
insolvency jurisdiction.

(1) (1907) I.L.E., 30 Mad., 469.
(2) (1913) I.L.a., 86 Mad., 585, at 589 and 590.

* Original Side Appeal No. 63 of 1019,



ijigj. It is perfectly genera] knowledg'ej and it has beea reoognized ia judicial
O f f i c i a l  deoisions, that Nattakottai Chetfcis are the ladian bankers of this part of 

AssiQNKli OF
M a d r a s  c o u n t r y .

V. Fellayappa Ghettiar v .  Unnamalai Achi, ( 1 9 1 7 )  6 L.W., 687 a n d  Amiamal^
B a m a s w a m y  Qhetti y . Annamalai Ohetti, ( 1 9 1 9 )  1 0  L.W., G7, r e f e r r e d  t o .

The garnishee, a JJattukobtai Ohetti, had, in addition to money-lending 
business, ouatoniers who deposited money with hini, kept pass books and went 
with them and drew money, and he paid interest on the deposits and bought
and sold hundiea and lent money on securities. Held, the garnishee was a
banker, It appeared that diamonds were deposited by a customer with the 
garniaheo from time to time and advances made thereon and the diamonda were 
redeemed from time to time bat also that loana were made by him without 
deposit of diamonds and entered in the same account.

Reid., on the insolvency ol the customer that under section 171, Indian 
Contract Act, the garnishee w'as entitled aa a banker to retain the deposits aa 
seourity for his general balance of account with the insolvent, and jthat no con- 
raot to the contrary had baen proved in the case,

Appkal against the judgaienb and order of the Hon^ble Mr. 
Justice CouTTS Tbottjsb, dated the 2nd day of September 

1919, passed in tiie exercise of the High Court’s insolvency juris- 
diction in Insolvency Petition No, 116 of 1917.

The material facts appear in the judgment pronounced by 

OouTTs T r o t t e r , J., which is as follows :—
In this case the insolvent, one Muthiah Ohetti, was a dealer 

in diamonds. Towards the end of his career he became extremely 
embarrassed, financially, and from time to time raised sums of money 
from several Nafctukottai Ohetti mei’chants, by pledging parcels of 
diamonds with thern. against advances. The present garnishee is 
one of the E’attukt ttai Ohetti merchants with whom he had a large 
number of dealing's, and at the time when the cr&sh came and 
Matbiah Ohetti was adjudicated insolvent, there were eight 
outstanding loans covered by deposits of diamonds and promissory 
notes. It was arranged between the QJlcial Assignee and the 
garnishee that the diamonds should/be sold and an account kept of 
what each lot realized. The result is that on five of these transactions 
there has been a surplus and on three there has been a deficiency. The 
Oficial Assignee’s contention is that the garnishee is bound to hand 
over each surplus in full and retain only his right to prove in the 
nsolvency for the deficiencies. The garnishee pleads the right to 
set off the deficiencies against the surpluses and hand over to the 
OfSoial Assignee only the balance so resulting on the whole account* 

The garnishee’s case is put in two ways, and though it would 
be sufBoient for me to decide for him on either point to establish
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his right, I  as bott are points of imporfeance and as this case Tee 
is not likely to end in this Court, I ought to express my opinion on ^smgNEj! of 
both. The first point taken before me by the garnishee is that the Madras 
transacfcioas which he had with the insolvent n\̂ ere transactious of a EakaswjiMY 
banker with hia customer and that accordingly he is entitled to the OHKTrv. 
general lien of a banker over his customer’s secarities which 
is conferred by the law merchant and embodied iu section 171 of the 
Indian Goatract Act. The first step the garnishee has to accomplish 
is therefore to show that he is a banker within, the meaning of the 
Contract Act. It is not very easy to give a definition of ‘ banker.’
Dr. Eeber Hart in his Law ot Banking says: “  A banker ie one 
who in the ordinary course of his business honours cheques drawn 
upon him by persons from, and for whom, he receives moneys on 
current account,”  That no doiibt emphasises the aspect of a banker’s 
business which is most familiar in modern cotnmercial couditions.
Bat, there were bankers before cheques, and one has to get further 
below the surface of things and seek for something more fundamental.
Dr. Thomas Hodgkin, who is not only a great historian but a 
very eminent banker, says somewhere in his “  Italy and Her 
Invaders,”  speaking of the bankers and money lenders of the 
later B'Oman Empire; “  The essential difference between, a 
banker and a money lender is that a money lender lends his own 
money and a banker lends other peoples” . That seems tom e to 
express with great insight the distingaiahing feature of a banker’ s 
business, and every oae knows that a Natbukofctai Ohetti, while he 
may have a lot of his own money invested in his business, habitually 
lends other people’s money along with it. Dr. Heber Hart says ;
“  A  banker is also a lender of money. The profitable conduct of the 
business of banking necessarily inrolves the lending or adya-nciag of 
money by way of allowing over-drafts on current accouut, making 
loans in the form of advances, or discounting bills I  may add that 
in Kunhan Mayau v.j The Bank of Madras (1), a loan of money 
on a pledge of Jewels was recognized as a legitimiite bankiDg oper
ation to which the general lien of bankers attached. It seems to me 
to make no difference to the essence of the matter that the loan in the 
case of the Bank of Madras would take the form of opening a credit 
in the dealer*s favour on which he could draw by cheque, whereas 
in the case of a l^attukottai Ohetti it would take the form of an 
advance of hard cash. The fact that the transaction is more primitive, 
or more direct, does not seem to me to afieot its real character. One 
has to  have regard to the customs and state of advancement of the
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The people on whose affairs one has to adjudicate and there are  hundreds 
merchants in Madras carrying out every week of their lives 

Ma-deas commercial transactions on a large scale with a complicated system 

BiMAswAMY mercantile credit who have never drawn or had drawn in their 
OHETTr. favour a single cheque during their whole career. Further, in 

Yellayap'pa Ghettiar v. JJnnavmhi AcM{\), this Court has expressly 
recognized that a Nattukottai Ohetti of the ordinary type does exercise 
the functions of a banker. I am therefore of opinion that the rela
tions of the garnishee to Mutliiah Ohetti in this case may properly be 
regarded as those of banker and customer.

That being so, by virtue of the Contract Act a general lien will 
enure to the banker “ in the absence of a contract to the contrary. ” 
Such a contract of course need not be and could hardly ever be 
explicit. But the terms of the contract or the nature of the trans
action, in any particular case, may be such as Impliedly to negative 
the right to a general lien on the customer’s security. The line is 
often very hard to draw, Thera has been a long series of decisions 
of English Courts, and I propose to examine the most important of 
those which seem to me to bear upon the present question. On such 
a subject one hardly expects to derive very much assistance from the 
decisions of Indian Courts, which are occupied in determiuing very 
different matters, In Jones v. Pepperoorne{2,)̂  the plaintiffs deposited 
some bonds with their bankers, Strahan, Paul and Bates. The latter 
employed the defendants Messrs. Peppercorne of the Stock Ex- 
change as their brokers, and in order to raise money from their 
brokers they deposited with them their clients’ (the plaintiffs’) 
security. That was of course a fraud by the bankers upon the 
plaintiffs. Nothing turns upon that, and the case was dealt with in 
argument on the footing that the bonds for the purpose of deter
mining the question of law might be regarded as the property of 
Strahan, Patil and Bates. There were two specific transactions, one 
a deposit of 108 bonds as security for a specific loan of £5,000 and the 
other a deposit of 80 bonds as security for another advance of £23,000, 
Eventually Strahan, Paul and Bates, were adjudicated bankrupt, 
and the brokers while admitting that the sale of the bonds had 
realized a surplus after repayment of the specific loans of £6,000 and 
£23,000, claimed to retain that against the general balance of account 
arising out of other transactions between them and. Strahan, Paul and 
. Bates in respect of which money was due to them. The Court upheld 
the general lien of the brokers, which for present purposes may be 
considered as identical with that of bankers, on the ground that the
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general lien 'was not excluded by the mere fact of there being a special Thh
contract wliereby, the security was on the face of it deposited as , Omcui

r  A ssignee o f
security for a specific loan. Page W ood, T.C., relied for that doc- M^deas
trine upon the case of Brandao v. Barnett(V). As that case was 
decided adversely to the claim fox a general lien, I turn to it to O h e t i t .

examine the reason for which the House of Lords so decided, and 
I think that the reason is to be found in ibs very special circum- 
stances. In that case the customer deposited with his bankers tin 
boxes, of which he kept the keys, containing exchequer hills, the 
sole duty of the bankers being to receive interest on those bills and 
when directed by the customer to take the bills from his hands, get 
them exchanged for new bills, and return these to the customer. The 
House of Lords held, that on the bills locked up in the bos, the 
bankers had no lien to secure the general account of the customer.
The ratio decidendi appears to me to be not a limitation of the 
general lien of the bank to securities of the customer pledged for a 
special primary purpose. On the facts of the ease the securities 
were never pledged with the bankers at all, but were merely 
physically placed in the bank, possession feeing regained in the 
hands of the customei', and the banker’s relation to him being 
limited to a purpose so narrow as to preclude the idea that the 
bankers could, do anything but return them to the customer when 
he asked for them. The case is really analogous to the common 
practice of packing np silver and other valuables in boxes and 
putting them in banks, when a customei- closey up his house for a 
time. They are deposited with the bank for safe custody only, and 
such a purpose by necessary implication precludes the idea of a 
general lien. Be European Bank, Agra Bank claim(2), appears to 
me merely to re-affirm the principle that the fact that securities are 
primarily deposited against one account does not prevent a lien 
attaching to them iu respect of a separate acoount of the same cus
tomer, The next case that I need refer to is Be Boms(8), the case 
mainly relied upon by Mr. Devadoss. In that case Bowes deposited 
with his bankers a policy on Ms life by way of equitable mortgage to 
secure the repayment ’of moneys, not exceeding in the whole at any 
one time the sum of £4,000, When the time for adjustment came,
Bowes’ overdraft on. his bankers exceeded £5,000. N'q b t h , ' J . ,  held 
that the terms of the deposit necessarily implied that the policy was 
to be a security for £4,000 arid no more, and that it followed that if 
the debt exceeded £4,000 the security could not be applied to cover
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Tee it. I respectfully agree witli tbat decision, because I think tiat in

AsaiGiiEÊ oF as having said, “If we
M a d b a s  lend you £4,000, this policy is available to us as our security. If we 
*u«

B a m a s w a m t  y o u  more, it is not ”, I may refer to two other cases which
OflWMir. seem to me to belong to the same claes as Brandao v. Barnett(l),

and when closely scrutinized to contain no new doctrine as to the 
nature or extent of the banker’s lien but merely to deoide on the 
particular facts that there bad been no pledge of the suggested 
securities at all. The first is Wijlde v, Badford(2), In that case 
theve was a deposit of title-deeds which covered the title to two 
properties, and accompanying the deposit was a memorandum 
which expressly stated that the deposit was meant to effect a 
pledge of one only of the properties to which the deeds related. 
The Court held, aad it is difficult to see how it could hold otberwise, 
that there bad been no pledge whatever of the second property, and 
that no lien attached to it or to the part of the title-deeds relating
to it. Similarly in WohtenTiolm v. Sheffield Union Bayiking (7e>-,(3),
a partnership had an account with the bank and one of the part, 
nera had a separate private account of his own with’ the same 
bank. At a time when both accounts were overdrawn, the partner 
asked for a specific advance of £600 to be secured by a deposit of 
title-deeds of a property belonging to him. He wanted the money 
really for tb© purposes of the firm, and 1 gather from the report that 
a portion of the advance was in fact pat to the credit of the firm’s 
account and not of the private account of the partner. The partner 
subf'eqnently became baDkrupt and a sale of the property realised 
a surplus after satisfyiag the partner’s debt on his private account 
with the bank, which surplus the bank claimed by virtue of their 
general lien to apply to the extinguishment of the debt of the 
partnership to them. The Court oF Appeal held that the loan was 
a loan to the partner on the property secured, and that it was 
immaterial that the money was by his direction handed over in part 
at least to the use of the partnership. As Lord E sher says, the 
claim of the bank was in fact to retain the property of one man to
pay the debts of another. That seems to me to be tantamount to
sajing merely that the Court treated the deposit as never having 
been pledged either towards the general partnership accoant or 
towards any particular transaction of the partnership, and obviously 
if there was no pledge, to secure any partnership debt, no question 
of the general lien could aiise at all,

(1) (1846) 13 01. & I'm., 787 ; 8 E .E ., 1 6 2 2 , (2) (1863) 88 L,J. (Ch.)j 6 1 ,
(3) (1886) 64? L.T,, 746,
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I mmst now apply the principle derived from these cases to The

the present circumstances. The principle appears to me to "be 
that the presumption is in favour of a general lien and that M adbas

presDiaption is not oaated by the mere fact tliat the pledge of the E amasV amy

aeoaritj was originally made against a specific advance, bub will CHSTtY.
Only be ousted if the terms of the pledge, or the manner in which 
it has been dealt with by the parties, raises the inference that they 
must have intended io exclude the operation of the general lien,
For that purpose I have to look afc the accounts in this case, it not 
being snggeeted that there is anything in the nature of an explicit 
negation of the lien. When sums of money vvere paid in by Muttiah 
Chetti, as they were from time to time, they were usually credited 
to one of the specific loans, and I infer that the diamonds deposited 
against that specific loan were released. On the other hand I find 
that there were a number of loans where there was no specific 
promipBory note recorded as lieing given or any pledge of diamonda.
I take at random the entries of the 26th Margali (9fch January 
1916) and 7th Ani (TOth June 1916), where two sums of money 
seem to have been lent withoat any specific deposit of diamonds 
and 'wifchotLt giving a proroipsory note to dietinguish the ad?ances 
from a-geiieral extension of the credit of the account. I cannot 
suppose that these advances which appear ia the current account in 
the ordinary way were contemplated for a moment hy the parties as 
having* been made without any security and without the garnishee 
having,the right of relying on the diamonds already in his hand as 
covering them also. The fact that when moneys sufficient to repay 
a specific advance were put in the hands of the garnishee he 
from time to time appears to have released the diamonds deposited 
to secure that particular advance seems to me to be by no means 
conolnsive. The qaestion is not whether the banter in fact released 
a particular pledge on re-payment of the particular debt which 
he was at liberty to do if he liked, but whether be waa 
bonnd to d.o so. In my opinion he was not and he could at any
time, if there was a general balance against Muthiah Chetti, have 
refused to release any given parcel of diamonds on tender of the 
speoific sum for which they were originally pledged. This appears 
to me to be the effect of Be London and Globe Financial Corpo- 
rationiX). In that case, if I may respectfully say so, I think 
that B uckley , J,, puts his finger on the point really decided in,
Brandao v. BarnBti(2ymd W l̂de v. Badford(S), namely, that in those
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The cases the person who claimed the Han never held the property over 
claimed to exercise fahe lien in liis own right bat as a mere 

Madbas agent or bailee for the easterner. I am therefore of oplaion that in 
Eamaswamy general lien is established and that on that
Obetty. account the Official Assignee’s claim fails.

The other contention on behalf of the garnishee was that he 
was entitled to a set-off under section 47 of the Presidency Towns 
Insolvency Act which runs as follows :

“ Where there have been mutual dealings between an insolvent 
and a creditor proving or claiming to prove a debt under this Act 
an account shall be taken of what is due from the one party to the 
other in respect of suck mutual dealings, and the sum due from the 
one party shall be set off against any sum due from the other party, 
and the balance of the account and no more, shall be claimed or 
paid on either side respectively.”

Section 38 of the English Bankruptcy Act contains the words, 
" mutual credit, mutual deists, or other mutual dealings,’ as 
had the earlier English Statutes. Except as a saving of words, 
I do not think this makes any difference, because as I read the 
decisions on the subject, the governing words are, ‘ the sum due 
from the one party shall be set off against any sum due froî . the 
other party which ocoar both in the English and Indian Acts. 
What the eeofcion requires, broadly, is that there should be a debt 
on, both sides, and the voluminous case law on ihe subject which 
I ehall briefly examine is really directed to ascertain what can 
be said to be legally a debt on one side or the other.

The starting point is the leading case of Bose v. H a r t ( l ) .  In that 
case the bankrupt had deposited cloths with the defendant, a fuller, 
to be dressed, he then owing money to the defendant, for work done 
on other cloths in previous transactions. The assignee demanded 
delivery of the cloths tendering the amount due for dressing them. 
The defendant claimed to set off the amount owing to him on previous 
transactions. The Court held that this claim could not be main
tained, as there was no debt due from the fuller to the bankrupt 
but only an obligation to return the goods when the work ordered 
to be done upon them was executed and the Court laid it down that 
mutual credits are such credits only as must in their nature ter
minate in debts. Later cases have interpreted this established rule 
as meaning not credits which must ex necessUaie ret terminate in 
debts, but credits which have a natural tendency to terminate in 
debts, not in claims differing in their nature from a debt. Thus in
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Eose Y. 5or̂ (l) itself, fcte credit of the cloths whicli the fuller may Th£
be supposed to have made to the account of the bankrupt ■would 
not naturally terminate in a debt but in an obligation to return the JCadbas
cloths. Most of the cases when examined resolve themselves into RAsulwAMr
a eonsidei'ation of the question whether the facts of each case Ohket?,
constltufced a credit which had a natural tendency to resolve itself 
into a debt. Considerable difficulty has arisen in cases relating 
to the discounting of bills. But with those I am not directly 
coneevned. I confess to very great difficulty in understanding 
the decision in Yov.ng v. Bmils of Bengali )̂, nor are nay diffi
culties entirely resolved by the explanation of that decision given 
by Baron Paeke, who was a party to it, in Ahagar v. CWne(3),
If it were necessary for me to express an opinion on this subject, I 
should prefer the opinion of Wallis, J., in In the matter of Canthom (4) 
to that of Trevelyan, J., in B. Miller v. The National Bank of 
India(6). See also the observations of Boyill, O.J,, in Naoroji v.
Chartered Bank of hidia(Q). In Eherle's' Hotels mid Restaurant Co.
V, Jonas (7), the plaintiff company before it was wound up had 
deposited some cigars with the defendants to secure a debt. After 
the. winding up the liquidator claimed a return of the cigars on 
payment of the debt which they were deposited to secure. The 
defendants refused to give them up unless the liquidator paid 
another debt due from the company to them which they claimed to 
Bet off under the Bankruptcy Act. The Court held that they were 
not entitled to do so as the right of the plaintiffs did not create a 
pecuniary liability in the defendants but only an obligation to 
return the cigars, and that tbis was not affected by the fact that a 
judgment in trover in their favour would take the ordinary form of 
ordering the return of the goods or their value. In 'Palmer v. Bay 
§• Bons (8), the debtor owed fees to a firm of auctioneers and subse
quen tly  he handed over some pictures to them with instructions to 
sell them subject to his approval of prices. The Court held that the 
deposit of the pictures with a mandate to sell constituted the giving 
of credit to the auctioneers. It is clear that the Cotirt based its 
judgment on the posifcive mandate to sell which if executed must 
result in a money debt due from the auctioneers to the owner of the 
pictures. Lord Russell, O.J., points out in his judgment the reasons 
underlying the decisions and says that unless the dealings ai’© such
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The fis will end on each side in a money claim the claims are incommen-
Oi?i?iciAii sui-able and that there cannot he an accoiiat as between goods aid

A ssisnee of , _   ̂ ^  ^
M adeas money and no balance can be struok. Lord R u s s e l l  also suggests in

^ '*'• that indement that the deht nuist he one that arises out of contract,UiMASWAMY J &  ̂  ̂ 1
Chetty. a dictum which was followed by V aughan W illiams, J., in He 3Hd- 

Kent Fruit factory(V). The next case that I will refer to is Be 
Daintrif, HJoa pmte Mant(_2). The facts of that case are rather 
complicated but it is necessary to state them at some length before 
the decision, can be understood. The parties were both solicitors 
and Daintrey owed Mant £86. Subfiequently Daintrey sold hie 
practice to Mant on the terms that he should be remunerated out of 
the profits oE the business. After Mant and Mant (that was the 
title of the fii’m) had carried on the practice they had acquired from 
him for three years, they owed him under their agreement a sum of 
£300 which the trustee in Dainiray’s bankruptcy claimed. Mant 
and Mant asserted the right to set o-ffi against this the sum of £86 
that Daintrey owed them previously. Their claim was upheld. 
The point of that decision I take to be that you ought to look 
at the date of the receiving order to see whether at that date the 
relations between the parses were &ncli as must naturally eventuajie 
in mutual money debts. There need not be money actually owing 
at that date, provided the contractual obligations are already in 
existence which must in the natural course of things eyentuate in 
subsequent money debts. Whether or no those relations have taken 
their natural course and resulted in a money debt is to be ascertained 
when the claim on the one side nr the other is presented, as is 
pointed out very clearly by Bigham , J., at page 668. This case is 
relied upon by Mr, Grant as negativing the suggestion that the 
relation which exists between parties at the time of adjudication 
must involve a debt due at that date, though its amount may be 
uncertain. Solicitors’ businesses are not always profitable and it is 
quite possible that Daintrey’s business in Mant and Mant’s hands 
might have yielded not profit but loss, in which case no moneys 
would have become due to Daintrey. Yet the Court of Appeal 
treated the contract aa one that in the natural course of events must 
terminate in a debt from Mant and Mant to Daintrey. Lord 
(Trustee of) v. Great Uastern Bailway (^) is a further affirmation 
of the principle that you cannot set off goods against money. 
In re Taylor̂  Eon parte Nq<kvqII(4̂  is an interesting if rather 
complicated case which gave rise to a conflict! of judicial opinion.
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In that case Taylor owed Nor veil £257 for work done and Korvell The 
had entered into a binding contract wiiili Taylor, of wHcli specific of

performance had been decreed in his favour, for the purchase of the M a d b a s  

property of Taylor, and lie claimed that-in paying-Taylor’s trustee r ĵiaswakt 
in bankruptcy for the price of the property he was entitled to deduct CHBxri. 
£257 which Taylor previously owed him. The deeision of the 
majority of the Court of appeal really amounts to this : that a 
decree for specific performance imposes upon the pnrchaser an 
obligation of the nature of a money debt and does not merely invest 
liim with a right to the conveyance of the land, Trovincial Bill 
Posting Company v. Low Moor Iron Com'pamj{l) does not appear 
to me to he a decision on the section at all. Shivi G-owda v.
Fernandes, i s  not a decision on the insolvency statute and in any 
case only appears to me to re-affiirm the principle that money and 
goods are incommensurable.

Applying the principles derivable from these authorities to tbe 
present case, what is the result ? The argument of Mr. Grant is, as 
I understand it, something like this. These diamonds were deposited 
subject to tbe provision of law that on default they could be sold*
A creditor must be assumed to contemplate that the eeourity will be 
worth more than the debt for which it is deposited and it must 
therefore have been in the contemplation of the parties that the 
natural result of the transactions would be that there would be a 
money surplus in the hands of the pledgee which would be a debt 
owing from him to the pledgor. It is no answer to say that you 
have to assume the contingency of default, because that would 
exclude the case of banks which have discounted bills, even accommo
dation bills where the liability of the drawer or holder is only 
contingent upon the non-payment of the acceptor, and there is ample 
authority for holding that a bank which has discounted a bill is a 
creditor of the person for whom it has discounted it. I feel and 
admit the difficulty of accounting logically for the decisions relating 
to the discounting of bills, and as I have said before I cannot quite 
see how they are reconcilable with Young v. Banh of Bangal(3'), or 
perhaps I  should rather say how Young v. Bank of Bmgal{K), can 
be logically, brought into line with the -other authorities. But I  
think I can rest my decision on this matter on a narrower ground.
To my mind, at the material date, that is, the date of adjudication 
when the diamonds were still in the hands of the pledgees unsold, 
the cross obligation was incommensurable with the money debt on 
the part of the pledgor. The primary duty that lay upon the
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The pledgees though no dou.bt it was contingent was not to pay a sum of
OrnciAi/ QjQQey but to return the diamoEds, and that obligation could only be

Assignee of •’ i « t, . „ .
M a d r a s  turned into a money debt by the fulfilment of a series of contingen-

Rammwam  ̂ciee, namely, that the debtor should make defatilfc, that the pledgee
Ohetxy. should exercise his right of sale, and that the sale should result in a

sarpluB. I think that these contingencies are too numerouB to 
enable me to say that at the date of adjudication, there was anything 
due from the pledgee which could be said to be such as would 
naturally result in an obligation to pay money.

In the result, as the garnishee succeeds on the first point though 
I have held that he fails on the second, there must he judgment in 
his favour with costs on the original side scale.

Against this jadginenb in favour of tlie Garnishee, the Official 

Assignee of Madras preferred this appeal.

The H’on’ble M. D. Devadoss for the appellant.
4. Krishnaswami Ayyar and 31, Suhharaya Ayyar for the 

respondeut.

The JUDGM.ENT of the Court was delivered by 

Waliib, O.J. Wallis, C.J.'— This is an appeal by the Official Assignee 

from the order of O otjtts T r o tt e r , J,,on a garnishee summons. 

The first objection taken is that the appeal is filed otit of time. 

The Official Assignee was represented by an attorney who 

claimed the same privileges as to stamp duty as the Official 

Assignee haa by virtue of section 115 of the Presidency Towns 

Insolvency Act. This was apparently disputed in the Insol

vency office and a claim was made upon the Official Assignee's 
attorney for stamp duty for a copy of the order appealed against, 

and the attorney ultimately paid it to save time. But the 
question before us is whether the . attorney as representing the 

Official Assignee has any stamp duty to pay. If not, tlie appeal 

is in time. As pointed out by Mr. A. Krishnaswami Ayyar, the 

wording of section 115 is taken frora the English Insolvency 

Act), and it was no doubt framed with reference to English 

practice. But at the same time it has to. be applied to the 

practice obtaining in this Court. Now section 115 says
“ No stamp duty or fee shall be chargeable for any applica

tion made by the Oflacial Assignee to the Court under this Act, or 
for the drawing and issuing of any order made by the Court on such 
application.”

The application for a copy appears to be either an applioatioii 

made to the Oourtj or an application for the issue of an oxder
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made by islie Court on his application, because fclie only method The 

of issuing orders which is known to us here is the issue of a 

copy. Therefore we are of opinion that the appeal is within time. M adras

The question in the appeal is whether the garnishee was Ramaswamy 

entitled to a banker’s lien in respect of advances made by M m  CIh^ y.

on various packets of diamonds deposited with him. The first Wax,us, CJ.
question is whether he was a banker. Mr. A. Krishnaswami 

Ayyar has called our attention to an Irish case, Zn Be Shield ŝ
Bdats(l)s in which the question was whether the party
there was a banker. In this case, we have evidence given

that this garnishee who is a Nattukottai Ohetti does banking 

business and money lending business, that he has oastomers 

who deposit money with him and who keep pass books and 

come with these pass books and draw money, that he pays 

interest on their deposits, and that he buys and sells himdis 

and lends money on securities. There is abundant evidence 

that in this particular case the garnishee did carry on banking 

business, and further than that it is perfectly general knowledge, 

and WG have recognized it in Vellayappa CketUar v. Unnamalai 
Achi{2) and Annamali Ghetti v. Annamalm Gheity{^) that these 
Nattukottai Ohettis are really the Indian bankers of this part 

of the country. There is therefore no reason why the garnishee 

in this case should not be entitled to a banker’s lien. Under 

section 171 of the Indian Contract Act, bankers may, in the 

absence of a contract to the contrary, retain, as a secarity for a 

general balance of account, any goods bailed to them ; and we 

agree with the learned Judge that the Official Assignee in thi.s 

case hag failed to show any contract to the contrary. What he 

has shown is that various advances were made from time to time 

on the security of deposits of diamonds, and that the diamonds 

so deposited were redeemed from time to time. But it also 

appears that loans were made without any deposit of diamonds 

at all which are included in the same account. The garnisheê s 

affidavit also shows that all the diamonds were the subject of a 

sort of second pledge to another creditor. There is no reason 

for differing from the learned Judge in his conclusion that a 

oonfcraot to the contrary has not been proved.

In the result the appeal fails and is dismissed with costa.
Short and B em s, Solicitors for the appellant,

K.a.
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